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Within the scope of a nonequilibrium statistical ensemble formalism we derive a hierarchy of
equations of evolution for a set of basic thermo-hydrodynamic variables, which describe the
macroscopic nonequilibrium state of a fluid of bosons. This set is composed of the energy density
and number density and their fluxes of all order. The resulting equations can be considered as
far-reaching generalizations of those in Mori’s approach. They involve nonlocality in space and
retro-effects~i.e. correlations in space and time respectively!, are highly nonlinear, and account for
irreversible behavior in the macroscopic evolution of the system. The different contributions to these
kinetic equations are analyzed and the Markovian limit is obtained. In the follow up article we
consider the nonequilibrium thermodynamic properties that the formalism provides. ©1998




















































The nonequilibrium thermodynamics of dissipative sy
tems is in a process of increasing development, and
controversy among different schools of thought. Several p
nomenological theories are available in a tentative form
incorporate far-from-equilibrium conditions and hydrod
namic motion involving short wavelengths and high freque
cies, and which are associated — one way or another —
some of the levels of description admitted f
thermodynamics.1 Among them informational statistica
thermodynamics~IST! can be highlighted, which is based o
a mechano-statistical approach and may be considere
large generalization of Gibbs and Boltzmann-theore
thermodynamics.2 IST is a thermodynamic theory express
in terms of statistical averages of the dynamical propertie
many-body systems, based on a particular nonequilibr
ensemble formalism, namely, the so-call
MaxEnt-NESOM.3 Within the scope of IST we can obtain
the determination at the microscopic~mechanical-statistical!
level of transport coefficients; the derivation of the nonline
equations of evolution for the variables that characterize
nonequilibrium macroscopic state of the system, equati
which are nonlocal-in-space and memory-dependent,
which are given by the averages over the MaxEnt-NESO
ensemble of the mechanical equations of motion of
many-body system; construction of a nonclassical therm
hydrodynamics of an apparently large scope; and the q
important fact of a connection with a response funct
theory for far-from equilibrium systems, consequently allo
ing us to establish the all important connection of theory a
experiment.3,4
In the present paper we describe the application of
a!Also at Institut d’Estudis Catalans, Carme 47, E-08001 Barcelona, Ca
nya, Spain.7560021-9606/98/108(18)/7568/12/$15.00
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to the derivation of a hierarchy of equations of evolution f
the densities of matter and of energy, and their fluxes of
order, providing mechano-statistical foundations and a g
eralization of the equations derived in the mesoscopic th
modynamic theory of fast phenomena of Ref. 5. Equations
a form that can be considered as far-reaching generalizat
of Mori’s approach6 are obtained, which contain nonlocalit
in space~space correlations!, retro-effects~weighted time
correlations or fading memory!, and nonlinearity. For sim-
plicity we have chosen to deal with a system of free bos
in interaction with thermal and particle reservoirs and in t
presence of an energy-pumping source of constant powe
Section II A, this system is described, and in Section II B
present the derivation of the set of accompanying gene
ized Mori–Heisenberg–Langevin-like equations. The
equations are analyzed in some restricted conditions, nam
the limit of linearization in the deviations from the homog
neous state, that is, the case of weak fluxes and therm
namic forces. In Section II C the Markovian limit is derive
and discussed, and in Section II D we analyze the kine
coefficients, which are dynamical correlation functions ov
the nonequilibrium ensemble. In Section III a simple syst
is considered to illustrate the working of the theory. Final
in the last section we discuss the results and some conc
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 This awhere, as usual,a (a†) are annihilation~creation! operators
in stateuk&, and\vk is the corresponding energy eigenvalu
This system is in interaction with thermal and particle res






whereR̂ (R̂†) indicates the corresponding operators asso
ated with transition processes in all the external syste
coupled with the system under consideration: They are
pumping source which drives the system out of equilibriu
and the reservoirs, which we take to consist of a thermal
a particle reservoir. Moreover, the strength of the coupling
each case is incorporated inR̂k . The total Hamiltonian is
then
H5H01H8, ~3!
which takes the form required for use in the framework
the nonequilibrium statistical ensemble formalism, cons
ing in the nonequilibrium statistical operator method~NE-
SOM for short!.3,7 We simply recall, for use below, that th
NESOM, which provides a basis for IST and the therm
hydrodynamics that follows, introduces a condition for t
closure of the set of kinetic equations which describe
evolution of the nonequilibrium macrostate of the system
consists of what we call theZubarev–Peletminskii selection
rule, namely, if we denote by$P̂j%, j 51,2,3,. . . , thebasic






a j l P̂ j , ~4!
wherea j l are real numbers in an appropriate quantum r
resentation, and circumflex stands for Hermitian operat
We stress that the quantitiesP̂j can depend on the spac
coordinater , when they are densities, and then thea ’s can
be dependent onr or be differential operators~as in the case
considered below!.
The accompanying basic set of nonequilibrium therm
dynamic variables in IST,Q̂j , consists of the statistical av
erage, over the nonequilibrium ensemble characterized
the statistical operatorr(t), of the P̂’s, that is,
Qj~r ,t !5Tr$P̂j~r !r~ t !%. ~5!
Moreover, the nonequilibrium statistical operator in NESO
is a superoperator depending on the basic dynamical v
ables $P̂j (r )% and a set$F j (r ,t)% of Lagrange multipliers
that the method introduces, the latter constituting a basic
of intensive variables in IST. The statistical operator, e
pressed in Zubarev’s approach to the NESOM, is given






ln r̄~ t8,t82t !J ,
~6!
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wherer̄ is an auxiliary statistical operator, which constitut
a ‘‘frozen,’’ at each timet, generalized canonical-like distri
bution ~sometimes referred-to as an instantaneous qu
equilibrium distribution!, taking the form
r̄~ t,0!5expH 2f~ t !2(
j




i\ ~ t82t !Hr̄~ t8,0!e
1
i\ ~ t82t !H, ~7b!
where
f~ t ![ ln Z~ t !5TrH expF2(
j
E d3rF j~r ,t !P̂j~r !G J
~8!
ensures the normalization ofr̄ and plays the role of the loga
rithm of a nonequilibrium partition function~or generalized
nonequilibrium thermodynamic potential in IST!. Further-
more, e is a positive parameter that goes to zero after
calculation of averages have been performed.3,7
We stress that, as already noticed, a more practical
of the formalism is obtained by resorting to an appropri
quantum representation, namely, as a general rule, exp
ing the densitiesP̂j (r ) and the Lagrange multipliersF j (r ,t)
in reciprocal space. This is done using their Fourier tra
forms ~or Bloch–Fourier transforms, etc.!, say, the ampli-
tudes P̂j (Q) and F j (Q,t), whereQ is the wave vector in
reciprocal space, which in the case of crystalline matter r
over the Brillouin zone. Hence, the statistical operator of E
~7a! takes the form




F j~Q,t !P̂j~Q!J , ~9!
and




F j~Q,t !P̂j~Q!G J .
~10!
Finally, NESOM provides a nonlinear quantum kinet
theory of a large scope, consisting of the equations of e
lution for the basic variables, which are essentially Heis
berg quantum-mechanical equations of motion averaged
the nonequilibrium ensemble, that is, they are given by
]
]t
Qj~Q,t !5TrH 1i\ @ P̂j~Q!,H#re~ t !J . ~11!
Using the separation of the Hamiltonian as given by Eq.~3!,
and also the separation of the statistical operator of Eq.~6! in
the form3,7
re~ t !5 r̄~ t,0!1re8~ t !, ~12!





~1!~Q,t !1J j~Q,t !, ~13!
where
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 This aJj
~0!~Q,t !5TrH 1ı\ @ P̂j~Q!,H0#r̄~ t,0!J , ~14a!
Jj
~1!~Q,t !5TrH 1ı\ @ P̂j~Q!,H8#r̄~ t,0!J , ~14b!
J j~Q,t !5TrH 1i\ @ P̂j~Q!,H8#re8~ t !J . ~14c!
The quantityJ j in Eq. ~14c! is a collision operator whose
exact calculation is a formidable task. However, it can
noticed that it can be written in the form of a series of par
collision operators. The latter can be considered as consis
of contributions associated with two-, three-, etc., parti
collision processes.8 The lowest order of approximation
namely, retaining inJ only the interaction strengths prese
in H8 up to second order only, provides the Markovian lim
of these equations of evolution.9
Let us consider the thermo-hydrodynamics of the sys
of bosons described at the beginning of this section@cf. Eq.
~3!#. For that purpose we start introducing the densities
particlesn̂(r ) and of energyĥ(r ). As described elsewhere,10
reiterated application of the law of Eq.~4! requires that, for
the closure condition to be satisfied, we must introduce
basic dynamical variables the fluxes of all order of both d
sities, Î n
[ r ] (r ) and Î h
[ r ] (r ), with r 51,2,3, . . . indicating the
order of the flux, and also the corresponding tensorial ra
Thus, the basic set in direct space is
$ĥ~r !,n̂~r !, Îh~r !, În~r !,$ Î h
[ r ]~r !%,$ Î n
[ r ]~r !%%, ~15!
with r>2, or, alternatively~see above!, in reciprocal space
$ĥ~Q!,n̂~Q!, Îh~Q!, În~Q!,$ Î h
[ r ]~Q!%,$ Î n
[ r ]~Q!%%, ~16!
whereQ, as noticed, is the wave vector in reciprocal spa
and where we have separated out the vectorial fluxes~i. . r
51). In the present case, using a plane wave representa























[ r ]~k,Q!n̂kQ , ~17c!

























[ r ]~k,Q!, ~18b!
un
[ r ]~k,Q!5@u~k,Q! . . . ~r 2times! . . . u~k,Q!#. ~18c!rticle is copyrighted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is sub












On the right-hand side of Eq.~18c! the brackets indicate the





~2l 11!! S Q2 •“kD
2l
“kvk , ~19!
which is a generating vector for the operators of the fluxes
any order of the dynamical densities.10 We can see that this
generating vector~with dimensions of velocity! consists of a
first term (l 50) which is the group velocity of the particle i
stateuk& ~and which is the only one that survives for linear
quadratic dispersion relations, i.e.,vk5suku of the sound-
wave type or\vk5\
2k2/2m of the ideal-gas type!, plus ad-
ditional terms when contributions higher than the quadra
term are present invk , and which are proportional to eve
powers of the wave vectorQ.
The auxiliary ~‘‘frozen canonical’’ or ‘‘instantaneous
quasi-equilibrium’’! statistical operator of Eq.~9! is, for the
choice of variables of Eq.~16!, given by





~F [ r ]
n ~Q,t ! ^ Î n
[ r ]~Q!
1F [ r ]
h ~Q,t ! ^ Î h
[ r ]~Q!!J , ~20!
where, we recall,r 50 refers to the two densities andr 51 to





[1]~Q!5 Îh~Q!, Î n
[1]~Q!5 În~Q!, ~21b!
and ^ stands for fully contracted product of tensors. Mor
over, we have introduced the corresponding set of Lagra
multipliers
$$F [ r ]
n ~Q,t !%;$F [ r ]
h ~Q,t !%%, ~22!
which are tensors of rankr .
The statistical operator of Eq.~6!, once the auxiliary
operator of Eq.~20! above is used, represents a generaliz
nonequilibrium grand-canonical statistical operator.10 In the
asymptotic limit when the system initially perturbed out
equilibrium recovers final equilibrium with the reservoir
the nonequilibrium statistical operatorre(t) of Eq. ~6!, but in
terms ofr̄ of Eq. ~20!, goes over Gibbs’ equilibrium grand
canonical distribution.
Finally, the basic macrovariables are denoted by
I p
[ r ]~Q,t !5Tr$ Î p
[ r ]~Q!re~ t !%, ~23!
wherer 50,1,2,. . . , andp is an index indicating eitherh or
n.
B. The equations of evolution
We look next for the equations of evolution for the bas
variables of Eq.~15!. We resort to the NESOM-based kinet
theory, as summarized in Eq.~13!, but restricting the calcu-
lations to retain only the lowest order contribution to t
collision operator, denoted byV (2), which implies keeping
only two-particle collisions, but retaining memory effects8
Hence, the equations of evolution read as
ject to the terms at: http://scitation.aip.org/termsconditions. Downloaded to  IP:





























[ r ]~Q,t !5Jp
~0![ r ]~Q,t !1Jp
~1![ r ]~Q,t !1Vp
~2![ r ]~Q,t !,
~24!
where after some calculations, whose details we omit for
sake of brevity, we find that
Jp
~0![ r ]~Q,t !5 iQ–I p
[ r 11]~Q,t !, ~25a!
Jp
~1![ r ]~Q,t !50, ~25b!
Vp







































where we have introducedt5t82t, and the subindex nough





i\ ~ t82t !H0Ĉe
1
i\ ~ t82t !H0. ~25d!
We recall that in operatorsR̂ are included all the externa
systems coupled to the system of bosons, that is, it cont
three contributions corresponding to the external sou
which pumps energy on the system, and the two reservo
which that energy in excess of equilibrium is dissipate
Here ^ . . . & means average over the steady-state statis










is a quantity dependent on all the Lagrange multipliers of
~22! through r̄. These Lagrange multipliers are defined
terms of the basic variables of Eq.~23!, and therefore, the
quantity of Eq.~26!, namely, Dirac–Landau–Wigner single
particle density matrix defined over the NESOM nonequil
rium ensemble, depends on these macrovariables. To c
the system of integro-differential equations~24!, we need to
explicitly expressnk,Q(t) in terms of theI p
[ r ] (Q,t). This is a
formidable task, which we greatly simplify by resorting
considering only the presence of small space and time de
tions imposed on the homogeneous background, meanin
I p
[ r ]~Q,t !!I p
[ r ]~ t !, ~27!
whereI p
[ r ] (t) is theQ50 contribution, viz. the homogeneou
flux over the extension of the whole system. Therefore, i
convenient for our purposes to rewrite the statistical oper
of Eq. ~20! as
r̄~ t,0!5
eA~ t !1B~ t !
Tr$eA~ t !1B~ t !%
, ~28!rticle is copyrighted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is sub
















~F [ r ]
n ~ t ! ^ Î n
[ r ]1F [ r ]
h ~ t ! ^ Î h






~F [ r ]
n ~ t ! ^ un
[ r ]~k!1F [ r ]






[ r ] (k)5un
[ r ] (k,Q50)5@“kvk . . . (r 2times) . . .“kvk#,
F [ r ]
n (t)5F [ r ]
n (Q50,t), etc., and





~F [ r ]
n ~Q,t8! ^ Î n










~F [ r ]
n ~Q,t8!
^ un












Using r̄ in the form as given by Eq.~28!, which implies the
separation of the contribution of the homogeneous ba
ground state~in A), and the inhomogeneous contributions~in
B), we can apply Heims–Jaynes perturbation expansion
averages11 to obtain the dependence ofnkQ(t) on the basic
variables, however retaining only the first contribution in t
series, which amounts to introducing alinear approximation
in the amplitude of the inhomogeneities. Details are given
Appendix A, and the final result is






p8 ~k,Q,t !I p8
[ r 8]~Q,t !, ~30!
where U is defined in Eq.~A17!. Using Eq. ~30! in Eq.




[ r ]~Q,t !5 iQ–I p
















































Transforming back Eq.~31! to direct space, we find
ject to the terms at: http://scitation.aip.org/termsconditions. Downloaded to  IP:





























[ r ]~r ,t !1“–I p












[ r 8]~r 8,t1t!, ~33!
whereGpp8[ r 8]










and in the right-hand side of Eq.~33! is involved the convo-
lution product, on the space coordinates, of the kernelG and
the basic thermodynamical variablesI .
Equation~33! is the continuity equation for the variabl
I p
[ r ] ~left side!, but with a nonconserving term on the righ
which couples it to the rest of the basic variables, howev
in the form of alinear combination of them as a result of th
approximation already introduced@cf. Eq. ~30!#. Such term
contributes to pump as well as relaxation processes, ari
out of the presence of the external pumping source and
two reservoirs respectively.
On the other hand, Eq.~33! can be considered as a ge
eralization of Mori–Heisenberg–Langevin equations,6 where
on the left the second term@the one with the divergence
which, we recall, arises fromJ(0) of Eqs. ~14a! and ~25a!#
corresponds, in Mori’s terminology, to a precessio
conserving term, while the one on the right contains
equivalent of Mori’s memory kernel, namelyG. This gener-
alization of Mori’s equations follows in the linear approx
mation we have introduced@after Eq.~30!#, but this restric-
tion can be lifted, and therefore, the NESOM provides
far-reaching generalization of Mori-like equations. They a
highly nonlinear@the original Eq.~24!#, and dealing with
them in this nonlinear domain exacts the price of perform
strenuous calculations resulting in quite cumberso
expressions.12
C. The Markovian limit
Equation ~33! has a memory-dependent term on t
right, the one with the kernelG, the origin of such a memory
arising out of the Kirkwood-like time-smoothing procedure13
present in the construction of the nonequilibrium statisti
operator, as evidenced in Eq.~6!. To be more precise we ca
speak of a fading memory, in the sense that it presen
weight function, in this case exp$e(t82t)% ~with t8,t), which
makes the memory kernelG go to zero ast8 goes to2`, for
given t, which is the source of the imposed irreversible b
havior, namely, the neglecting of the advanced solutions
Liouville equation.3,7
We consider next the Markovian limit of this equatio
As shown elsewhere,7–9 such limit corresponds to retainin
in the collision operatorV (2) only the contributions that are
of second order in the interaction strengths inH8, and thenrticle is copyrighted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is sub





















dt8ee~ t82t !Tr$@H8~ t82t !0 ,
3@H8, Î p
[ r ]~Q!##r̄~ t,0!%. ~35!





[ r ]~Q,t !2 iQ–I p











[ r ]~k,Q!G̃p8[ r 8]~Q,t !, ~37a!
G̃p8[ r 8]~Q,t !5 ~1!G̃p8[ r 8]~Q,t !1 i ~2!G̃p8[ r 8]~Q,t !, ~37b!
~1!G̃pp8[ r 8]~Q,t !5(k K̃ 1~k,Q!U[ r 8]
p8 ~k,Q,t !, ~37c!
~2!G̃pp8[ r 8]~Q,t !5(k K̃ 2~k,Q!U[ r 8]

























































































that is, Fourier transform int8 of ^AB(t8)0&. Going over the




[ r ]~r ,t !1DivI p
[ r 11]~r ,t !5 (
p8,r 8
E d3r 8Gpp8[ r 8][ r ] ~r2r 8,t !
3I p8
[ r 8]~r 8,t !, ~38!ject to the terms at: http://scitation.aip.org/termsconditions. Downloaded to  IP:
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 This awhich is a Markovian generalized Mori–Heisenberg





[ r ]~Q,t !5 iQ–I p
[ r 11]~Q,t !1 iQ–Dp,[ r 11]
[ r ] ~Q,t !
^ I p
[ r 11]~Q,t !1Ap,[ r ]
[ r ] ~Q,t ! ^ I p
[ r ]~Q,t !
1 iQG p,[ r 21]
[ r ] ~Q,t ! ^ I p
[ r 21]~Q,t !
1Bp
[ r ]~Q,t ! ~39!
where on the right-hand side we have put into evidence
dependence on the corresponding variableI p
[ r ] , the previous
one in tensorial order,I p
[ r 21] , and the following one,I p
[ r 11] ,
while the last term contains all other contributions; the te
sorial kinetic coefficientsD ,u,G and the contributionB, are
given in Appendix B. In that way we are emphasizing t
coupling of the given equation, with the preceding and f
lowing ones in the set of coupled integro-differential equ
tions for the basic variables.
Next, we further work these equations, to obtain that
direct space they become
]
]t
n~r ,t !1DivIn~r ,t !52E d3r 8Ann~r2r 8,t !n~r 8,t !
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h~r ,t !1DivE d3r 8@d~r2r 8!1D [1]hh[1] ~r2r 8,t !#Ih~r 8,t !
52E d3r 8Ahh~r2r 8,t !h~r 8,t !1Bh~r ,t !, ~40b!
]
]t
In~r ,t !1DivE d3r 8@d~r2r 8!
1D [2]nn
[2] ~r2r 8,t !] I n
[2]~r 8,t !
52E d3r 8A[1]nn[1] ~r2r 8,t !In~r 8,t !




Ih~r ,t !1DivE d3r 8@d~r2r 8!
1D [2]hh
[2] ~r2r 8,t !] I h
[2]~r 8,t !
52E d3r 8A[1]hh[1] ~r2r 8,t !Ih~r 8,t !




[ r ]~r ,t !1DivE d3r 8@d~r2r 8!1D [ r 11]nn[ r 11] ~r2r 8,t !#I n[ r 11]~r 8,t !




[ r ]~r ,t !1DivE d3r 8@d~r2r 8!1D [ r 11]hh[ r 11] ~r2r 8,t !#I h[ r 11]~r 8,t !








ingwhich provide a thermo-mechanical statistical large gener
zation of those of the mesoscopic thermodynamic the
given in Ref. 5.
D. Analysis of the thermo-hydrodynamics
In Eq. ~40!, the kinetic coefficientsD , A, G and the
term B have been calculated for a system of bosons. Ho
ever, it should be stressed, the form of Eq.~40! remains
formally unaltered in the case of fermions; evidently only t
explicit form of the coefficients would be somewhat alter
because anticommutation relations enter in place of the c
mutation relations for bosons we have used. Hence, we h






of any fluid of particles, let them be bosons or fermions.
particular, as shown elsewhere,14 we can derive from them a
generalized nonclassical Navier–Stokes equation. We st
once again, that Eq.~40! is a generalization of Mori–
Heisenberg–Langevin equations, which, just because of
approximation we have introduced are linear in the ba
macrovariables.
It may be noticed that in Eq.~40!, on the right-hand side
there are several interesting contributions consisting of: F
after the pump source is switched off, we have a relaxat
term with A21 then playing the role of a relaxation time
second, one term involving the gradient of the flux one or
smaller; and finally, the termB containing contributions
from all the other macrovariables excluding the one beject to the terms at: http://scitation.aip.org/termsconditions. Downloaded to  IP:
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 This aconsidered and the two corresponding to tensors of r
smaller by one (r 21) and of rank larger by one (r 11). This
is the result of the particular redistribution of terms we ha
introduced when writing Eq.~39!.
For further discussing these equations we introd
some simplifying assumptions, namely, we disregard cro
kinetic terms~present inB), i.e., mass and energy motio
become decoupled, which implies neglecting therm
striction effects~or in the case of charged particles, like ele
trons in crystalline solids, thermo-electric effects!. Let us
next concentrate our attention on the equation of evolu
for the vectorial (r 51) flux of energy, which then become
]
]t
Ih~r ,t !1DivI h
[2]~r ,t !1DivE d3r 8D [2]hh[2] ~r2r 8,t !
3I h
[2]~r 8,t !
52E d3r 8A[1]hh[1] ~r2r 8,t !Ih~r 8,t !2“E d3r 8
3G hh~r2r 8,t !h~r 8,t !, ~41!
where we have takenBh
[1]50, neglecting then the coupling
of I with all the other higher order fluxes thanr 52, that is,
those with r>3; this truncation procedure is discuss
elsewhere.2,15
Inspection of Eq.~41! tells us that correlations in spac
are present. Let us consider thelocal in space limitand a
steady-state homogeneous background, so that all the kinetic
coefficients become time independent, and the local li
follows by setting
D [2]hh
[2] ~r2r 8,t !→Dd~r2r 8!, ~42a!
A[1]hh
[1] ~r2r 8,t !→Ad~r2r 8!, ~42b!
G hh~r2r 8,t !→Gd~r2r 8!. ~42c!
Introducing Eq.~42! into Eq. ~41!, there follows an equation
formally identical to the one derived in a phenomenologi











wherea1, b1, etc., are the coefficients defined in Ref. 8.
However, care must be exercised when proceeding to
local in space limit: The kinetic coefficientsA, D, and G,
which are constant in time, are the coefficientsA(Q),
D(Q), and G (Q) of Eq. ~39! at zero wave vector (Q50),
when D and G ~i.e. D and G) are null according to the
results of Appendix B. We noticed that this is a manifes
tion of Curie–Prigogine symmetry theorem; we return to
point in the follow up article. Consequently, those term
have contributions due to only nonlocal in space effects,
is, they introduce space correlations. This is not the case
A which plays the role of the reciprocal of a relaxation tim
Let us look for the nonlocal contributions, and for th
purpose let us write a Taylor-series expansion around
point r , namely,
h~r 8,t !5h~r ,t !1~j–“ !h~r ,t !1O~j2!. ~44!
rticle is copyrighted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is sub
















wherej5r 82r . Introducing Eq.~44! into, for example, the
last term in Eq.~41! we find that
E d3r 8G ~r2r 8!h~r ,t !5G ~Q50!h~r ,t !, ~45a!
which is null as already noticed, and survives the contrib
tion
E d3jG ~j!~j–“ !h~r ,t !
5(
Q
G ~Q!E d3jeiQ–j~j–“ !h~r ,t !, ~45b!
after terms quadratic and higher order inj are neglected.
Consequently, the last term in Eq.~41! contains terms in-
volving the gradient operator applied twice over the dens
h(r ,t). Similar arguments apply to the first term on the rig
of Eq. ~41!, that is, the one with the kinetic coefficientD .
Some simple examples, introducing this nonlocal correct
in lowest order are present in the literature on the subject,
for example Ref. 16 where it is rederived, in the context
phenomenological themodynamics, Guyer–Krumhansl eq
tion for propagation of second sound, which in Ref. 17
obtained in terms of a Boltzmann-like kinetic approach.
Moreover, another contribution from nonlocal effects
present in our equations, originated in the expression
defines the generating vectoru(k,Q) in Eq. ~19!. It contains
even powers of the wave vectorQ, and therefore, when go
ing back into direct space, they give rise to a series wh
contains terms with an even number (2l ) of gradient opera-
tors. At this point we call the attention to a quite importa
fact: In u(k,Q) of Eq. ~19! the terms of the form (Q–“k)
2l ,
for l 51,2,. . . , operate on the group velocity of the partic
in quantum stateuk&, that is,“kvk . Therefore, as already
noted before, in the case of a parabolic frequency disper
relation law (vk;k
2, as in the case of the ideal gas,
electrons in solids in the effective-mass approximation!, the
generating vectoru(k,Q) simply reduces to the group veloc
ity “kvk . However, when nonparabolicity in the frequen
dispersion relations is present, it adds additional nonloc
like effects.
III. A SIMPLIFIED MODEL
To illustrate the results so far presented, we conside
quite simplified situation, taking the case of longitudinal o
tical phonons in polar semiconductors with dispersion re
tion vk . The latter can, to a good degree of approximatio
be taken as the inverted parabolic lawvk5v02§k
2. Here
v0 is the frequency at the zone center and§ a measure of the
curvature at that point. We also note that, as a general r
the dispersion relation is flat, meaning that the width of t
dispersion band is much smaller than the frequencyv0
~which is in the IR region!. Moreover, we disregard the mo
tion of the particle density, and concentrate our attention
the motion of the energy density in a truncated descript
appropriate to provide the equation for second sound pro
gation. This requires taking the density of energy and
fluxes as decoupled from the movement of mass, implying
to neglect thermo-striction-like effects, and introducingject to the terms at: http://scitation.aip.org/termsconditions. Downloaded to  IP:
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 This atruncated description, keeping only, as basic variables,
density of energy and its first~vectorial! flux. A criteria for
the validity of this kind of truncation process is discuss
elsewhere:15 It suffices to say that, as a general rule, t
smoother the motion in space and time~predominance of
large wavelength and low frequencies!, the smaller the num-
ber of fluxes necessary for a good description of the ther
hydrodynamic motion. Hence, we have to consider E
~40b! and ~40d! setting Ahn , Dhn , Bh , Ahn[1]
[1] , Dhn[2]
[1] ,
andG hn , equal to zero. Moreover, to close the set of eq
tions we need to write the second order fluxI h
[2] in terms of
the chosen two basic variables, which we do by resorting
the linear~for consistency! approximation in Heims–Jaynes
expansion.11 After some algebra~see Appendix C!, we ob-
tain the equation of motion for second sound, given by
]2
]t2
h~r ,t !2E d3r 8Ahh~r2r 8! ]]t h~r ,t !
2“2E d3r 8k~r2r 8!h~r ,t !
5“–E d3r 8L [1][1]~r2r 8! ^ I ~r 8,t !. ~46!
We can see that Eq.~46! is a kind of telegraphist equatio
with additional terms on the right, and containing space c
relations. We further simplify it by taking a near local-in

















2 H“–E d3r 8L [1][1]~r2r 8! ^ I ~r 8,t !
1E d3jk~j!j–““2h~r ,t !
2E d3jAhh~j!j–“ ]]t h~r ,t !J , ~48!
ch













Evidently, the left side of Eq.~47! has the form of the well
known telegraphist equation, wherech is the velocity of
propagation of second sound, andDh is the thermal diffusion
coefficient. The contributions to the right of Eq.~47! result
from the corrections arising out of considering first-ord
nonlocal effects. Moreover, if they are neglected and we t
ch
2 going to infinity, whileDh is kept constant, we recove
rticle is copyrighted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is sub








Fourier’s heat equation, indeed valid, as known, in the lim
of very large wavelengths and low frequencies, where
neglected terms are in fact very small.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We have presented a formalism which provid
mechanical-statistical foundations~that is, based on the mi
croscopic molecular dynamical description of many-bo
systems, accompanied by averages over a nonequilibr
statistical ensemble!, for a mesoscopic description of diss
pative fluids in arbitrary away-from-equilibrium condition
Such approach provides a nonclassical therm
hydrodynamics of a large scope, based on a far-reaching
eralization of Mori’s transport theory. This approach may
especially suited for the analysis of generalized hydrodyna
ics, where the transport coefficients are frequency and wa
length dependent. This is a consequence that Zubar
Peletminskii closure conditions@cf. Eq. ~4!# require the use
of an infinite number of higher-order fluxes. In many prac
cal situations, a very reduced number of these higher-o
fluxes turn out to be necessary to deal with the problem
hand. However, in order to be able to justify this reductio
~a justification which is not the aim of this paper! it is nec-
essary to understand the structure of the full hierarchy
evolution equations for all the fluxes, which up to now h
only been studied in the context of the kinetic theory
gases, but not in the more general setting derived here
first approach for the derivation of a general criterion is
ported in Ref. 15.
Furthermore, we note that a generalized nonequilibri
grand-canonical ensemble, built within the framework p
vided by NESOM, appears to be quite suited for a desc
tion of the thermo-hydrodynamic properties of fluids in co
ditions arbitrarily away from equilibrium. In the presen
paper we have shown how, within its framework, the eq
tions of motion for the variables which describe the dissip
tive evolution of the macroscopic state of the system can
derived. They are highly nonlinear, nonlocal in space~space
correlations are included! and noninstantaneous in time~time
correlations or memory effects are included!. Depending on
the experimental protocol, in a case by case analysis in
corresponding theoretical description, the extended se
coupled nonlinear integro-differential equations of evoluti
may be truncated, and, under appropriate asymptotic co
tions, one recovers well known results in the tradition
thermo-hydrodynamic and kinetic theories.
In the follow up article~article II!, we consider, on the
basis of the results here reported, the question of the sym
try properties of the kinetic coefficients, and a study of t
informational-statistical entropy production is presented.
future publications we will report an application to the ca
of the photoinjected plasma in semiconductors~article III!,
and a generalized continuous-fraction-like method of so
tion, accompanied by a truncation and renormalization p
cedure~article IV!.
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APPENDIX A
In order to derive Eq.~30!, we write the trace of an
operatorC times the density matrix operatorr̄(t,0) ~mean
value ofC) in terms of the homogeneous part of the latte
With r̄(t,0) given by Eqs.~28! and ~29!, the mean value of







We have introduced in Eq.~A1! the following notation:
^ . . . ut&[
Tr$ . . . eA1B%
Tr$eA1B%
, ^ . . . ut&0[













, with QÞ0, we have thatha
n












































Using this result and after some calculations the integran
















F [ r ]
p ~ t ! ^ S up[ r ]S k1 Q2 D
2up
[ r ]S k2 Q2 D D J ^Bak1 12 Q† ak2 12 Qut&0 . ~A6!
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pywhere we have used Wick’s rule. Taking into account t
the averages are over the homogeneous part of the de






























F [ r ]
p ~Q,t !
^ up
[ r ]~k,Q!nk2 12 Q~ t !
3~11nk1 12 Q~ t !!, ~A9!
where
nk~ t !5@e







F [ r ]
p ~ t ! ^ up
[ r ]~k! ~A11! 
t
ity
being the eigenvalues of the informational-entro
operator,18 andnk(t) is the instantaneous population~at time
t) of bosons~upper sign in Eq.~A10!! or fermions~lower
sign!. Substituting Eq.~A10! into Eq.~A6! and after that into















F [ r ]
p ~Q,t !
^ up
[ r ]~k,Q!. ~A12!




nk2 12 Q~ t !~11nk2
1
2 Q~ t !!
5
nk1 12 Q~ t !2nk2
1
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F [ r ]
p ~0,t !
^ S up[ r ] S k1 12 QD2up[ r ] S k2 12 QD D . ~A13b!
Moreover, again using Heims–Jaynes’ expansion in fi
order, we can write the Lagrange multipliers in terms of t
fluxes, i.e.,






Ũ [ r 1r 8]
pp8 ~k,Q,t ! ^ I p8
[ r 8]~Q,t !, ~A14!
whereŨ is the inverse ofU, which is given by
Upp8






Using Eq.~A16! in Eq. ~A12! it follows that143.106.1.143 On: Wed, t
e










p ~k,Q,t !I p








C ~k,Q,t !Ũ [ r 81r ]
p,p8 ~k,Q,t8!
^ up8
[ r 8]~k,Q!. ~A17!
APPENDIX B
We start the derivation of Eq.~39! writing the right-hand
side of Eq.~36! as a sum of a term with lower indexp8
Þp and another withp85p, taking in the latterr 85r
21,r ,r 11, and in the term withr 85r 21,r 11 taking only




[ r ]~Q,t !5 iQ.I p
[ r 11]~Q,t !1 i H (
k
up
[ r ]~k,Q!~2!G̃pp[ r 11]~k,Q,t ! ^ I p
[ r 11]~Q,t !J 1(
k
Gpp[ r ]
[ r ] ~k,Q,t ! ^ I p
[ r ]~Q,t !
1 i H (
k
up
[ r ]~k,Q!~2!G̃[ r 21]
p ~k,Q,t ! ^ I p








~k,Q,t ! ^ I p
[ r 8]~Q,t !1 ~1!Gpp[ r 11]
[ r ] ~k,Q,t ! ^ I p
[ r 11]~Q,t !1 ~1!Gpp[ r 21]
[ r ] ~k,Q,t !
^ I p







~k,Q,t ! ^ I p8





[ r ] ~k,Q,t !, ~B2!
and noticing that the second term on the right-hand side of Eq.~B1! contributes with a divergent-like term, after som




[ r ]~Q,t !5 iQ.I p
[ r 11]~Q,t !1 iQ–Dpp[ r 11]
[ r ] ~Q,t ! ^ I p
[ r 11]~Q,t !1A~Q,t ! ^ I p
[ r ]~Q,t !1 i H(
k
up
[ r ]~k,Q!~2!G̃pp[ r 21]~k,Q,t !
^ I p
[ r 21]~Q,t !J 1B̃p~Q,t !, ~B3!
where we have used Eq.~B2!, and denotedB̃p andDpp[ r 11]
[ r ] by
B̃p~Q,t !5 i H (
k
~“kvk!~2!Gpp[ r 11]
[ r 21] ~k,Q,t ! ^ I p
[ r 11]~Q,t !J 1(
k
H (






[ r 8]~Q,t !1 ~1!Gpp[ r 11]
[ r ] ~k,Q,t ! ^ I p
[ r 11]~Q,t !1 ~1!Gpp[ r 21]
[ r ] ~k,Q,t ! ^ I p









[ r 8]~Q,t !J , ~B4!
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 This aDpp[ r 11]









[ r 21] ~k,Q,t !. ~B5!
To obtain a gradient-like contribution from the four
term on the right-hand side of Eq.~B3!, we write
up
[ r ] (k,Q)5@u(k,Q)up
[ r 21](k,Q)# and take into account tha
in the quantityu(k,Q) we can put into evidence a term pro
portional toQ, i.e. it has a general form of the type
u~k,Q!5Qf ~k,Q!1u8~k,Q!. ~B6!








u8~k,Q!5S a1buku21 b2 uQu2D k. ~B7b!
Let us notice that for a purely parabolic law, takingb50, no
contribution in the gradient is present, i.e.f (k,Q)50. Inter-
estingly, then the generating vectoru(k,Q) simply consists
of the group velocity of the individual quasi-particle in sta
k.
Introducing Eq.~B6! in the fourth term on the right-han




[ r ]~Q,t !5 iQ.I p
[ r 11]~Q,t !1 iQ–Dpp[ r 11]
[ r ] ~Q,t !
^ I p
[ r 11]~Q,t !1A~Q,t !
^ I p
[ r ]~Q,t !1 iQG pp[ r 21]
[ r 21] ~Q,t !
^ I p
[ r 21]~Q,t !1Bp~Q,t !, ~B8!x
-
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143.106.1.143 On: Wed, where
G pp[ r 21]
[ r 21] ~Q,t !5(
k
f ~k,Q!~2!Gpp[ r 21]
[ r 21] ~k,Q,t !, ~B9!
and
Bp~Q,t !5B̃p~Q,t !1 i H(
k
u8~k,Q!~2!Gpp[ r 21]
[ r 21] ~k,Q,t !
^ I p
[ r 21]~Q,t !J . ~B10!
We call the attention to the fact thatD andG for Q50 are
null, a result already mentioned in the main text.
APPENDIX C
Here we present the derivation of the equation for pro
gation of second sound. First, we note that rewriting E
~40b! and ~40d! in reciprocal space, after neglecting the la
contribution, i.e. takingBh5Bh
[1]50 @cf. Eq. ~41!# we find
]
]t
h~Q,t !5 iQ–$11D [1]hh
[1] ~Q,t ! ^ %Ih~Q,t !




Ih~Q,t !5 iQ–$11D [2]hh
[2] ~Q,t ! ^ %I h
[2]~Q,t !
1A[1]hh
[1] ~Q,t ! ^ Ih~Q,t !
1 iQG hh~Q,t !h~Q,t !. ~C2!
Differentiating Eq.~C1! with respect tot, while taking the
coefficientsD [1]hh andAhh as independent of time, once w
have assumed that the homogeneous state is in a steady





h~Q,t !1Q2G hh~Q,t !h~Q,t !52Q–D [1]hh
[1] ~Q,t !–QG hh~Q,t !h~Q,t !1 iQ
•$11D [1]hh
[1] ~Q,t ! ^ %$ iQ–~11D [2]hh
[2] ~Q,t ! ^ !I h
[2]~Q,t !%
1 iQ–$11D [1]hh
[1] ~Q,t ! ^ %A[1]hh
[1] ~Q,t ! ^ Ih~Q,t !. ~C3!earTo close this equation we need to express the second flu
energyI h
[2] (Q,t) in terms of the density of energyh(Q,t).
Let us consider Eqs.~17d! and ~23!, for r 52, and the aux-
iliary operator of Eq.~28! with, in the present truncated de
scription,A andB taking the form
Â~ t !52(
k















Next, resorting to Heims–Jaynes’ expansion in the lin
approximation,11 we find thatject to the terms at: http://scitation.aip.org/termsconditions. Downloaded to  IP:
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2C ~k,Q,t !~Fh~Q,t !
1ah~Q,t !–u~k,Q!!. ~C5!
In Eq. ~C5! @cf. Eq. ~A15a!#
C ~k,Q,t !5
nk1 12 Q~




g~k,Q,t !5Fh~ t !\Q–u~k,Q!1ah~ t !•@\vk1 12Q
3u~k1 12Q!2\vk2 12 Qu~k2
1
2 Q!#, ~C7!
with u(k2 12Q)5u(k8,Q50) at k85k2
1
2Q and the popula-
tion of bosons given by
nk~ t !5@exp$\vk~Fh~ t !1ah~ t !•“kvk!%21#
21. ~C8!
In what follows we takeah(t)50, meaning null flux at the
system boundaries. Moreover, again resorting to Heim
Jaynes’ perturbation expansion, consistently in the linear
proximation, we can find the relation between the Lagran
multipliers and the basic variables. Using this result, tak
the dispersion relationvk5v02§k
2, then u(k,Q) is inde-
pendent ofQ and odd ink, namely,u(k,Q)522§k. After
some lengthy algebra, we find
I h














The second rank tensorM [2] is diagonal with all three ele
ments identical. We further take the populationsnk(t) as
time independent~this means that the homogeneous state
reference—described byA in Eq. ~C4a!—is also constant in
time ~say, either the equilibrium state or a steady state
lowing after application of a constant pumping sourc!.
Then, deriving in time Eq.~C1!, and using Eqs.~C2! and








[1] ~Q! ^ Ih~Q,t !, ~C12!
where
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G̃h is given in Eq.~37! and Eq.~C12! transformed back to
direct space is given by Eq.~48! in the main text.
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